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Teacher Overview: Fish
Fish have many traits that are unique to this particular class of animals. Below is a list of general
fish traits to help you and your students complete the ThinkingWorks menu. This lesson focuses on
typical fish that most people are familiar with, not on atypical fish such as seahorses.
Fish are divided into three groups or classes, each with its own set of features. These classes
include the bony fish (e.g., tuna and bass), cartilaginous fish (e.g., sharks and rays) and jawless fish
(e.g., lampreys).
We have included a list of the different fish found at The Toledo Zoo. Most of the fish are found
in the Aquarium but there are also fish in the Diversity of Life. Note that animals move constantly
in and out of the Zoo so the list below may be inaccurate. Please call the Zoo for a current list of
fish that are on exhibit and their locations.
Typical Fish Traits
Lateral line for detecting
changes in turbulence
along a fish as well as
changes in water pressure

Symmetrical tail for
powerful swimming

Lightweight, strong scales
for protection
Gas bladder for
buoyancy, stability
(internal)

Most fish have a well
developed eye for locating
prey, detecting predators
and finding a mate.
Flexible “lips” for
picking up food

Gills for extracting
oxygen from the water

Lightweight, strong
skeleton for support

Maneuverable, paired fins for
moving forward and controlling
roll, pitch and yaw

q Fish are cold-blooded, obtaining heat from the surrounding water. In contrast, marine
q
q
q
q
q

mammals such as whales and dolphins are warm-blooded, producing their own body heat.
Nearly all fish have a streamlined shape that enables them to move through water.
Fish are vertebrate animals, having a backbone for structural support.
A fish body is supported by a lightweight yet strong skeleton. The skeleton is not a strong as
in a land dwelling animal since water buoyancy provides considerable support.
Many fish control their buoyancy in the water through a gas bladder. Its volume can be finely
controlled, making it possible to move up and down in the water.
Other fish (e.g., sharks and rays) store lightweight oils in their livers to make themselves
buoyant
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q Nearly all fish have gills to extract dissolved oxygen from the water. Gills are also used to
q

eliminate waste carbon dioxide, ammonia and heat.
Few fish can live in both fresh and salt water.

Fins

q Fins, the principal appendages of a fish, provide the primary means of movement.
q The tail or caudal fin is the chief means of moving a fish forward in the water.
q Fish have two sets of paired fins, comparable to the limbs of terrestrial vertebrates. These
q

fins are the pectoral and the pelvic fins (refer to the diagram below).
Some fish have barbed fins that protect them from predators.

The Fins of a Typical Fish

The dorsal fin
provides stability
as the fish swims.

The caudal fin
propels the
fish forward.

The anal fin
provides stability
as the fish swims.

The pectoral fins
steer the fish
The pelvic fins
keep the fish from through the water.
rolling side to
side.

Fish Senses

q Most fish have a lateral line system along the length of both sides of the body that detects
changes in turbulence along a fish, as well as changes in pressure.

q Fish have excellent hearing but lack the external and middle ear of land vertebrates. The
pressure waves in the water pass easily through the tissues of the fish to the inner ear.

q Most fish have well developed eyes, positioned in the side of the head. The positioning allows
the fish to see in every direction.

q The largest eyes belong to those species that feed at dawn or dusk or live in deep water. A
large eye provides more light gathering ability under low light conditions.

q Some species, such as the walleye, have a special light gathering layer of tissue in the eye
q
q
q
q

which increases its ability to see under poor light conditions. This layer makes the eye “glow”
when it is exposed to light.
Fish can smell things in the water with their nares. Nares are similar to our nostrils except
fish cannot breath through the nares.
A fish can taste with taste buds in the lining in the mouth and gills.
Some fish, like catfish, have barbels, whisker-like feelers that have taste buds.
Since water is a good conductor of electricity, some species of fish have developed certain
muscles to produce electrical signals which are often their chief means of communication.
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Fish Shapes
Torpedo-shaped: These fish are very streamlined. Torpedo-shaped fish like tuna and swordfish
are capable of swimming very fast.

Vertical Disk: Fish that are shaped like a vertical disk are laterally compressed (flattened side to
side). They do not swim very fast but are very maneuverable. Many are found near coral reefs.
Laterally compressed fish like butterfly fish easily move between the cracks and crevices of the
reef.

Horizontal Disk: Fish that are shaped like a horizontal disk are depressed (flattened from top to
bottom) and usually live on the bottom of the sea, lake or river. Horizontally depressed fish like
the stingray or flounder bury themselves in the silt or mud to hide or are colored to blend in with
the bottom (Fish with this shape would be considered atypical fish).
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Eel-like: Eel-like fish have a snake like body shape. Eel-like fish such as the moray are able to hide
in cracks and fissures, relying on stealth to catch their prey.

The dorsal, anal and
caudal fins of an eel
are fused to form a
single, continuous fin.

Round: Some kinds of fish have a round shape which forces them to swim quite slowly. They usually
have very good defenses such as spines.

Tails
Symmetry: Most fish have a symmetrical caudal or tail fin. The top of the fin is the mirror image
of the bottom half. This is called a homocercal tail. A homocercal tail is highly efficient because it
produces forward thrust without lift. Other fish, particularly sharks and sturgeons, have an
asymmetrical caudal fin. The top half of the fin is not the mirror image of the bottom half. This is
called a heterocercal tail. This tail shape is less efficient because it produces forward thrust along
with lift. The generation of lift represents wasted energy because, in order to stop rising in the
water, a swimming fish must produce a force that counteracts the lift in order to move horizontally.

Symmetrical
(homocercal) caudal fin

Asymmetrical
(heterocercal) caudal fin
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Shape: The shape of the tail can be indicator of how fast a fish usually swims:

Crescent-shaped: Fish with crescent-shaped tails, like tuna, are fast
swimmers and constantly on the move.

Forked: Fish with a forked tail, like a striped bass, are also fast
swimmers, though they may not swim fast all of the time. The deeper the
fork, the faster the fish can swim.

Rounded: Fish with a rounded or flattened tail, like a goby, are usually
slow moving but are capable of short bursts of speed.

Squared: Fish with a square or triangle shaped tail, like a catfish, are
very maneuverable but generally lack speed.
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Color and Camouflage
Countershading: Many fish are dark on top and light on the bottom. When seen from above, they
disappear by blending in with the dark of the deep water. When seen from below, they disappear
by blending in with the brighter water against the sky. A swordfish is an example of a fish that is
countershaded.
Dark on top

Light on bottom

Disruptive Coloration: The patterns and lines break up the outline of the fish and help it blend in
with its background. A perch is a fish with disruptive coloration.

Mimicry: Eye spots are a form of mimicry. The eye spot, usually found near the tail, draws
attention away from the real eye to a less vital part of the fish, perhaps allowing the fish to escape
unharmed. The four-eyed butterfly fish is a fish with eye spots.
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Cryptic Coloration: Many fish have colors or patterns that match their backgrounds. The flounder
cryptically colored. It can change colors to match its surroundings.

Mouth Shapes
Terminal: A terminal mouth is found at the end of the head. Fish with terminal mouths usually
chase and capture other fish. An example would be a walleye.

Terminal mouth

Up-pointing: A fish with an up-pointing mouth has a long lower jaw. The mouth is well adapted for
catching insects and other prey that live on or close to the surface. Fish with this mouth type
usually have a flattened head. They can align the head with the surface of the water and suck in
through the up-pointing mouth. An archerfish is an example of a fish with an up-pointing mouth.

Up-pointing mouth
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Sub-terminal: A sub-terminal mouth is on the bottom of the head. Fish with this kind of mouth
usually feed on the bottom. Catfish have a sub-terminal mouth.

Sub-terminal mouth

Nibblers: Some fishes have very specialized mouths for very specific tasks. The mouth of a
butterfly fish is adapted for scraping mucus secretions, algae and invertebrates from the hard
coral.

Nibbler mouth of a butterfly fish

Fish on Exhibit at The Toledo Zoo
Lake sturgeon
Hackleback sturgeon
Caribbean garden eel
Garden eel
Green moray
Madagascar rainfowfish
Needlefish
Flashlight fish
Squirrel fish
Striped headstander
Headstander
Blind cavefish
Marbel hatchet
Cardinal tetra
Black fin pacu
Red fin pacu
Glowlight tetra
Rummynose tetra
Gold tetra

African pike
African tigerfish
Bleeding heart tetra
Neon tetra
Silver dollar
Red eye tetra
Emperor tetra
Red belly piranha
Penguin tetra
Distichodus
Gizzard shad
Hi-fin china sucker
Dario loach
Clown loach
Bala shark
Schwanenfeld barb
Arulius barb
Tiger barb
Quillback

Goldfish
Carp
Silver red barb
Golden barb
Black shark
Marsh killifish
Mosquitofish
Electric eel
Horn shark
Pacific black tip shark
Leopard shark
Bamboo shark
Banded bamboo shark
Epaulette shark
Wobbegong
Swell shark
South American lungfish
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African lungfish
Long nose gar
Short nose gar
Alligator gar
Anglerfish
Striated anglerfish
Clown knifefish
Arapaima
Arowana
Asian arowana
Butterfly fish
Blue tang
Mimic tang
Sohal tang
Chevron tang
Blue tang
Sailfin tang
Purple tang
Wolf eel
Anthias
Banggai cardinalfish
Sailfin blenny
Lookdown
Green sunfish
Blue gill
Smallmouth bass
Largemouth bass
Black crappie
Glass fish
Bank butterfly fish
Pakistani butterfly
Red chevron butterfly fish
Semilavartus butterfly
Tahitian butterfly fish
Talma butterfly fish
Diamond butterfly
Bannerfish
Red line snakehead
Oscar
Peacock cichlid
Red devil
Red terror cichlid
Convict cichlid
Green severum

Furcifer cichlid
Frontosa cichlid
Victorian cichlid
Regan’s cichlid
Five bar cichlid
Lyretail cichlid
Lemon cichlid
Pollen’s cichlid
Calico damba
Pinstripe damba
Bay snook
Silver angel
Madagascar cichlid
Tilapia
Discus
Domino cichlid
Sarcastic fringehead
Marble sleeper goby
Old wife
Batfish
Red rim batfish
Catalina goby
Round goby
Mudskipper
Gold headed goby
Porkfish
Grunt
Black beauty
Stripey
Twinspot wrasse
Velvet wrasse
Bird wrasse
Radiant wrasse
Cleaner wrasse
Blueline snapper
Red emperor snapper
Yellowtail snapper
Thread-fin snapper
Tilefish
Spiny eel
Monodactylus
Bi-color goatfish
Jawfish
Giant gouramy
White perch
White bass
Yellow perch
Walleye

Western blue devil
Black plesiops
Coral beauty
Annularis angel
Imperator angel
African angelfish
Red sea angelfish
French angel
Sergeant major
Melanopus clownfish
Percula clownfish
Green chromis
Sunshine damselfish
Orange tail damsel
Marginate damselfish
Three spot damsel
Yellow tail blue damsel
Pseudochromis
Orchid dottyback
Springer’s pseuodochromis
Midnight parrotfish
Princess parrotfish
Spotted drum
Panther grouper
Leather grouper
Wrasse grouper
Swissguard bass
Kelp bass
Bumble bee grouper
Barlett’s anthias
Tattler
Archerfish
Pirate perch
Lined sole
Hog choker
Freshwater stingray
Lake whitefish
Red irish lord
Dwarf lionfish
Black volitans lionfish
Weedy scorpionfish
Leopard catfish
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Marble catfish
Brochis catfish
Skunk cory
Corydoras catfish
Otocinclus
Thorny sided catfish
Channel catfish
Twig catfish
Plecostomus
Royal plecostomus
Blue eyed plecostomus

Iridescent shark
Striped dourado
Bumblebee catfish
Red tail catfish
Spotted shovelnose
Tiger shovelnose
Glass catfish
Trumpetfish
Shrimpfish
Pipefish
Pot-bellied seahorse
Giant seahorse
Weedy seadragon

Synodontis catfish
Many-spotted catfish

Scrawled filefish
Queen trigger
Red tooth triggerfish
Huma huma triggerfish
Assasi triggerfish
Poucupinefish
White-barred boxfish
Shaw’s cowfish
Cowfish
Spotted puffer
Fahaka puffer
Tripod fish
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